
THE BURGESS BEDDING COMPANY 

FABRIC OPTIONS 2021 

ALPAKA FABRIC – NEW 

Is it a smart velvet? Is it a clever wool? It’s the best of both worlds! AlpaKa (spelled with a K) is a 

versatile fabric that straddles both categories, yet as its name suggests, is as soft as Alpaca, but with 

the added attribute of being hard wearing. 

 

 

        CLOUD               LLAMA                HUSKY              ARMOUR          TURMERIC      MARMALADE 

 

    CERULEAN          INDIGO               MALLARD          EMPEROR        ANCANTHUS       SHAMROCK 

KEY LAGO  

Key Lago is a super, popular plain fabric with the look of linen, without the creasing! It has a practical 

Stain Guard finish and is ideal for curtains or upholstery. 

 

       IVORY                 ZINC                  SILVER               LEAD           ANTHRACITE  

 

 

 

 

 

 



DOLLY 

Dolly is a deceptively hard-wearing fabric with a Martindale Rub Test of over 80,000 rubs: a versatile 

plain ideal for both domestic and contract applications. Dolly has the look and feel of wool, without 

the cost! 

 

       FLEECE          CHROME             DEW                 WOLF            ARMOUR  

PAOLO  

A beautiful array of soft neutral colours with a slightly distressed look, this versatile luxurious plain is 

both durable & practical. 

 

       BLUSH        FRENCH GREY         OCRE              MINERAL  

HARBOUR  

In a recently updated palette of colours Harbour is an exquisite 100% cotton fabric with a brushed 

finish to give a soft handle. With 64 colours to choose from and a high rub test of 40,000, this natural 

fabric will give a clean modern look with terrific durability. 

 

        MIST                CLOUD              STORM          SLATE GREY  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



VAQUERO- NEW  

A truly stunning new micro suede fabric which combines and incredible handle and look of a very 

high end natural suede or leather but at a fabulously competitive price. New to Burgess and a reall 

unique luxurious fabric.  

 

        SEAL               ORYX             RACING            FAWN              TAN               SADDLE 

 

    ANALINE            SLATE 

ULTRA- NEW 

This durable, highly practical leather-look is available in a wide range of chic bright modern colours 

as well as a natural colour palette, plus more contemporary softer pastel shades. Ultra benefits from 

a malleable handle and textural natural grain. 

 

    PILLOWBOX           BLACK                  POLAR                 NEPTUNE           ADMIRAL              QUARTZ 

 

      CONKER  

 

 

 

 

 



LOVELY  

The dense pile of Lovely velvet is exceptionally soft and romantic, with contemporary matt, chalky 

colours ranging from calming neutrals to fashion-led pastel shades. Lovely is finished with a printed 

overlay to give a subtle mottled painterly feel. 

 

   ALMOND             DUSK                CORAL            UMBER               JADE              ARMOUR 

  

      OCEAN          ASPHALT              COAL  

PLUSH  

This velvet must be felt to appreciate its wonderfully soft texture and depth of colour. Plush Velvet is 

so soft, yet hard-wearing—the Rub Test of over 100,000 means it exceeds UK requirements for both 

domestic and contract upholstery. 

 

     SILVER              SLATE              PETAL               HUNTER     KINGFISHER         UMBER  

 

       TEAL              INDIGO                JET                 BRICK            TURMERIC  

 

 

 

 

 

 


